Answers to questions for solicitation B1900099 – Audio-Visual Presentation System

June 13, 2019

1) Question: Is the contractor responsible for the demolition and disposition of the existing sound system?
   Answer: yes.

2) Question: How much time will be provided for each courtroom’s AV replacement?
   Answer: Only one week will be provided for each courtroom. The exact week will be coordinated with the 19th Judicial and weeks may not run concurrent with other courtrooms.

3) Question: What is the start and end dates?
   Answer: These are provided in the scope of work

4) Question: Do you have as-builts of the rooms and/or AV equipment?
   Answer: The basic layout of the rooms is provided in the scope of work. The pre-bid meeting provided an opportunity to see the rooms and challenges with installation in the historic courthouse. There are not as-builts of the existing AV equipment.